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The Alger code does not seem to have much in common with those individuals labeled "Horatio Alger success
stories. How did Horatio Alger, Jr. Early in , Horatio Alger, Jr. Other members of the board supported Alger.
In the absence of specific allegations, they felt the contract should be renewed. The board delayed the decision
for a week and launched an investigation of their minister. When the boy entered his room, Alger allegedly
locked the door and molested the boy. The ensuing investigation named a second boy aged 15 as being
involved with Alger. The report of the committee implies there may have been other boys involved. Alger did
not reply specifically to the charges. Rather he admitted to acting "imprudently. Rather they mention
"unnatural familiarity with boys. Subsequent to leaving Brewster, Alger continued to publish in youth journals
affiliated with the church. Allen, a church elder familiar with the Brewster incident, replied that Alger was
entitled to earn a living. Scholars did not unearth evidence of the Brewster incident until more than one
hundred years later. Apparently, the records of the local church in Brewster and the Unitarian Convention
were incomplete on this point. This is to be expected since the mater did not proceed to a formal hearing. Part
of the Horatio Alger formula is that the hero is falsely accused and loses his job because of manufactured
evidence. The Horatio Alger hero leaves quietly without responding to the charges. Later events exonerate the
hero. This element of the formula dates from before the time of the Brewster episode. Shortly after the
Brewster incident, Alger wrote a poem "Friar Anselmo" whose subject had committed some significant sin
and devoted the rest of his life to good works as atonement. The friar achieves some sort of peace, realizing
the world will be a better place if he continues to live and continues his ministry. For Alger, writing for boys
was his ministry. What authors have updated or parodied the Horatio Alger formula story? Theodore Dreiser
frequently parodies Alger. Its hero is Frank Algernon Cowperwood. Gatsby is the antithesis of the typical
Alger hero. The stories are sex comedies in the Horatio Alger style. Horatio Alger gone mad on drugs in Las
Vegas. What is the Horatio Alger Society? Many collect other juvenile series as well as Horatio Alger. The
Newsboy is the official newsletter of the Horatio Alger Society. It is published bi-montly six issues per
yearThe Horatio Alger Society has its own web site: Two of the juvenile novels had female protagonists:
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Part3 The game of truth or dare is a popular one. It happens at parties, sleepovers, and even among adults who
want to add a little spice to their get-togethers. Playing a great truth or dare game requires some embarrassing
truths and some really good dares. The idea that it might come to either a truth or dare for anyone levels the
playing field and makes the game even more fun, because everyone has a chance to do something silly or
answer something embarrassing. So, for your next big DO, prepare some really great dares and enjoy all the
fun with friends! Good Dares for Girls Here are a few great dare questions that girls might really enjoy or
might really be embarrassed by! Shave the legs of a guy. Call up your crush on the phone and ask for a date.
Kiss a male friend, passionately! Take off one item of clothing. Brush your teeth in front of everyone. Make
out with a person of the opposite sex for five minutes. Do a headstand for one minute. Make an obscene phone
call to a random person. Eat a raw egg. Apply peanut butter to one side of your face and jelly to the other.
Give yourself a haircut. Yell at the top of your lungs. Burp as loudly as you can. Bark like a dog. Sing a song
all the way through to the end. Take off your panties and give it to a guy in the room. Dance wildly to your
favorite song. Put on makeup without looking in the mirror. Good Dares for Guys Guys get into the act, too!
Act like a dog and get petted by everyone. Get a shower with all your clothes on. Put on lipstick and wear it all
night. Put ice cubes in your underwear for five minutes. Sing a song and complete it with actions. Sit there in
nothing but your boxers. Ask a total stranger for their number. Eat a slice of bread covered with petroleum
jelly. Get a wedgie from everyone in the room. Drink water from the toilet bowl. Moonwalk everywhere you
go. Draw a face around your belly button. Ask a random stranger to make out with you. Let someone write a
word on your forehead in permanent marker. Post an embarrassing picture of yourself online. Imitate a
monkey as best you can. Talk in a strange accent for the rest of the night. If you have better dares, please do
share with us in the comment section. Please Log In or add your name and email to post the comment.
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Search Search this site: Widow Carr is upset because Squire Walsingham is using his political influence to
take the post away from the widow to put into the hands of his nephew, Ebenezer Graham, the local miser and
shopkeeper. Walsingham succeeds in his efforts and the post is given to Mr. Graham is uncertain of how to
run a post office, he offers to hire Herbert for a pittance to run things until he learns what must be done. Fired
because of his own arrogance, he returns home seeking employment. Graham fires Herbert and hires his son.
Herbert is at first dismayed, but then encounters his patron , George Melville, a young man who is incredibly
wealthy the amount of his fortune is never disclosed , who had trained to be a lawyer but was forced to
abandon his practice due to consumption. He offers Herbert an extravagant amount weekly to engage him in
outdoor activities to cure his illness. Henry is extremely happy with this opportunity to care for his mother and
readily agrees. Although Herbert is taken before the judge, his previous good behavior convinces all involved
that he is innocent. Furthermore, George Melville uses his education in law to prove that Eben was the true
thief in cross-examination. Next, George takes Herbert to Boston for a day-trip. Although Herbert is careful
with the money, he is not so careful with his company. While looking about the city, he falls in with a villain
who pretends to be a patron. There is an attempted robbery of the entrusted money, but Herbert manages to
fend off the attack. Also on the trip to Boston, Herbert runs into Eben, who has stolen money from his father
and is going west. Herbert understands the situation but makes no accusation. Both George and Herbert also
come across the villain once again, this time accused of stealing from a jewelry store. George then heads to
Colorado with Herbert to help him fight his consumption. Along the way, they run into Eben, who has fallen
to selling vegetables. They also fall in with another disguised villain , who goes by the name Colonel Warner
who is in fact Jerry Lane, a famed highwayman. Warner claims to be a self-made man, and offers to travel
with the two to Colorado. Once there, he encourages them to take a stagecoach with other rich Easterners to an
inn run by his cohorts. After the travelers go to bed, Lane plans the robbery with his gang. However, Herbert
overhears the conversation and relates the information to George. George takes advantage of the
foreknowledge and reveals Warner to be Jerry Lane before the robbery takes place. Warner does not admit to
his identity but manages to call off the robbery in time. Once in Colorado, George buys a luxuriant manor
from an artist who is returning to the East. George teaches Herbert French and German. One day when
hunting, he comes across Jack Holden, an old miner who is held at gunpoint by an Indian. The Indian plans to
kill Jack for a beating he administered after catching the Indian in an attempt to steal his horse. Herbert feels
compelled to shoot the Indian in the arm; once the Indian is incapacitated, however, Jack kills him. Jack
thanks Herbert profusely and offers him a partnership in a mine. Jack and Herbert find the mine to be
profitable and sell it to an Eastern Capitalist for twenty-five times the buying rate. During this transaction,
Melville is at the manor alone. Jerry Lane appears for revenge, and is about to hang Melville. Luckily, Jack
and Herbert return in time to shoot and wound Lane and turn him over to the authorities. On his way to trial,
the narrator relates, Lane is killed by an unseen assassin, proving that one dies as one lives. George and
Herbert decide to return to Massachusetts, giving the manor to Jack. On their return, they stop in Chicago,
where they find Eben in even lower circumstances than before. He now works for food under a black man.
Herbert takes the opportunity to become a patron himself, offering Eben the money for new clothes and a
ticket home in return for his word that he will lead a healthy and industrious life. Melville and Herbert take
him home where he is accepted back into his clerkship under his father. He performs well and is on the path to
a partnership within the year. Herbert moves his mother to Boston where Melville boards with them, working
his trade as author. Herbert takes a job in the counting room of the capitalist to whom he sold his mine, and he
is performing well and, thanks to Melville, is a scholar in French, German, and English literature.
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Contact Author I Choose Dare! No sleepover or party would be complete without a few good rounds of the
classic game of Truth or Dare! One of the best things about the game is really getting to know your friends on
a deeper level, but an even better part of the game is getting them to do really embarrassing things! Will you
answer an embarrassing question or test your luck by choosing dare? Good Dares to Use at a Party Take an
embarrassing selfie and post it as your profile picture. Remove your socks with your teeth. Stop a car that is
going down the street and tell them that their wheels are turning. Fill your mouth with water, and each person
in the group must tell the funniest joke they know. If you spit up the water, you have to eat a spoonful of dirt.
Go next door with a measuring cup and ask for a cup of sugar. Let the group choose an item for you to brush
your teeth with. Write your name on the floor with your tongue. Go outside and pick exactly 40 blades of
grass with a pair of tweezers. Stick a Hot Cheeto in you nose and leave it there for 5 minutes. Open Facebook,
go to the account of the first person you see, and like every post on their wall going back to a year. Eat a
whole piece of paper. Lick a car tire. Open your front door and howl like a wolf for 30 seconds. Let the person
to your right put duct tape on any part of your body they choose and rip it off. I dare you to tie your hands to
your ankles for the rest of the game. Put a bunch of honey on your nose and coat it with flour. Until the next
round, talk super loud, like nobody can hear you. Take a shot of pickle juice. Make out with your hand. Let
someone else style your hair and keep it that way for the rest of the day. Color one of your front teeth black.
Lick the bottom of your shoe. Make repulsive sounds while eating and drinking. Cross your eyes when
talking. Talk without closing your mouth. Get into a debate with a wall. Squirt your face with a squirt gun
continuously while talking. See how many grapes you can stuff in your mouth. Hiccup in between each word.
Draw on your face with permanent marker. Dump a bunch of legos on the floor and walk over it with your
bare feet. Eat a spoonful of mustard. Jump into a dumpster. Lift up the couch cushions, and if there is anything
under it, you need to put it in your mouth for 10 seconds. Spin around 10 times and try to walk straight. Eat a
raw egg. Write a letter to your doctor describing an embarrassing rash you have, and post it on Facebook. Let
the group choose 3 random things from the refrigerator an dmix it together. Then you have to eat it. Stand up
and do jumping jacks until your next turn. Rub your armpits and then smell your fingers. Dig through the trash
and name everything you find. Call a car part store and tell them that you need a part for your Model T. Take a
selfie with the toilet and post it online. Call a pizza place and ask if they use cruelty-free wheat in their dough.
Wear you underwear over your pants for the rest of the game. Call the library and ask if they carry a dictionary
that translates British to American. Send a Snapchat of you pretending to cry because you just found out you
were adopted. Go on Facebook and write "How do you spell facebook? Sniff the armpit of the person next to
you, and describe what it smells like to the entire group. Go outside and hug a mailbox until at least three
passersby have seen you. Go outside and try to summon the rain. Pick the nose of the person next to you.
Single the Star Spangled Banner in a British accent. Take a picture of a tampon and post it on Instagram. Call
and random number, and when someone picks up, immediately start singing the National Anthem. Call Target
and ask them if they deliver popcorn. Call pizza shop and ask if you can return a pizza. Call a car dealership
and ask if they have any horse buggies in stock. Everything you say for the rest of the game has to rhyme.
Sing instead of speaking for the next two rounds of the game. Call a random number and sing "Happy
Birthday. Dares for Girls Give yourself a second manicure. Every nail must be painted. Brush the teeth of the
person sitting next to you. Text your crush and tell him you love him. Call a random number and try to flirt
with the person who picks up. Stuff ice inside your bra and leave it there for 60 seconds. Let everyone
rummage through your purse. Post a really long and serious Facebook status confessing your love for
chocolate. Run around the house with a pair of underwear on your head. Soak a shirt in water, put in the fridge
for 20 minutes, and then wear it. Use three items in the fridge as lotion. Let the person to your left do you
makeup. Dip you finger in the toilet and then kiss that finger. Be blindfolded for the rest of the game. Let each
person in the group crack an egg on your head. Sing everything you say for the rest of the game. Dip a
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toothbrush into the toilet water and brush your teeth with it. Let people throw food at you. Rub mayonnaise in
you hair and leave it on for the rest of the game. Trade clothes with the person next to you. Blindfold someone
and have them kiss three objects. Get on your knees and walk like that until the end of the game. Silently do
the macarena. Give yourself a permanent marker mustache. Shave one of your arms. Hold your nose while
talking. Make a hand puppet by drawing a face on your hand, and use your hand to say what you want to say.
Give everyone in the room a hug. Do as many squats as you can. On the front lawn. Go outside and hug a tree.
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Truth or Dare ideas What is Truth or Dare? Truth or Dare is a popular game of embarrassment and has been in
existence for centuries. Back to our great choice game; Truth or Dare, it requires two or more players. Each
player chooses between answering a question truthfully and performing a daring task. Both the Truth
questions and Dare tasks are given other players. Truth or Dare is also popular among Adolescents and
Children. Is there a friend whom you want to learn more about? Then, Truth or Dare is the game you need to
get them to play. Truth or Dare Rules The rules are simple and adjustable. If a player lies, the other players
penalize them, be careful not to ask a question that is too personal or an awkward for the group. A player
cannot keep choosing truth all the time in the game though, the rules can allow an alternation between truths
and dares. If a player chooses dare a task chosen by the group is given to the player to do. Dare tasks can vary,
dancing, singing, mimicry, embarrassing activities or anything fun or difficult, but safe. Your dare tasks will
depend on the age group of the players playing, the place or any other reason such as safety. After a player
chooses truth or dare and fails to answer or do the task, the player can ask a new question, or give a task, when
all the players agree; the player is given a new question or task. The other players decide the penalty. Truth or
dare has no winners or losers, which makes it ideal for parties and get together. How to Play Truth or Dare?
Like other party games, all the players can seat in a circle, sit around or across a table. The sitting arrangement
if convenient every player should see other players. Someone, familiar with Truth or Dare rules , reads it out
to all the players; before the game starts. Where there are more than two players, you can spin a bottle;
clockwise or anti-clockwise, on the table or ground. The first player is whoever the open-ended of the bottle
faces. If this method is not suitable, players play at random and are allowed to make their choice, either; truth
or dare. When a player chooses truth, over dare, the player is asked a question; this can range from, habits to
personal life, which he must answer truthfully if the player lies, the penalty is given. If a player chooses dare,
over truth, the player is asked to do a task, which is usually embarrassing. Once the first player completes the
task, the game continues to another player. Truth or Dare has no end, equal chances are given to players, or
you can set a time to finish. Who can Play Truth or Dare? People of all age and class can play Truth or Dare,
from kids to teenager, even adults. Kids too can play the game, in as much as they want to have a good time.
The questions and Dare tasks may vary, but everyone can enjoy this great game. Kids can also enjoy Truth or
Dare as it can enlighten and educate them. Their own version would interest them and expand their
knowledge. A few brilliant questions for kids are: Sing your best song in a funny voice? Have other kids
wrapped a toilet paper round you? Who is your best Teacher? Truth or Dare for Teens My teenage cousin now
prefers word games to physical outdoor games. Truth or Dare is one of such games he loves most. Teenagers
often want to know what their friends are hiding. Truth or Dare is just the best game for secrets. Their
questions are quite different from that of adults. What is your awful habit? What is your finest talent? Do you
believe in love? Truth or dare is one game I know, that ensures you enjoy yourself and get to know your
friends. It is a great icebreaker for boring and awkward situations. Here are a few examples of dirty dares:
Interestingly, these questions and ideas are categorized into 4: Kids, Soft, Party and Hot. If you are looking for
some ideas here is an article with more than 80 questions and dares for Truth or Dare! Party games are a great
way to make parties memorable and have your friends longing for the next one you will throw. Party games
for students include board games, drinking games etc. Truth or Dare is a favorite party game for students.
Kings Cup This game is best played by a large group. There are a list and cards. When u picks a card, you
have to do what the card number on the list says see cards assignments , and most times these things are
drink-related. The tipsier you are, the more fun it is. This is a secret revealing game and an easy one too. You
begin by sharing something you have never done and those who have done that thing will take sips from their
drink. By doing that, they reveal a secret, the more creative you are, and the more secrets you can unravel.
Each player picks a piece of the paper and tries to read it with a straight face, anyone who giggles takes a
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drink. Kemps is a board game best played in 3 to 5 pairs persons , with players sitting around a table. Each
pair sits across each other and develops their own non-verbal signal wink, furrowing eyebrow, sneeze, etc
which signals you to shout KEMPS!!! When your partner has 4 of-a-kind cards, it is an easy and enjoyable
party game. Flip cup This drinking game can be played by everyone at your party even the tipsy ones. To
begin, you create 2 equal groups that line up on opposite sides of a table. The first team to repeat and complete
the process wins. All you need is writing materials. As players make right guesses, they get points and the
player with their highest point wins. Other party games you could try are a thumper, buzz, bite the bag, most
likely etc. Party games for students are mostly about creativity. You can always find a way to play several
variations of a regular game and make it fun. If you hope to make things hot and interesting in the bedroom,
erotic games will be helpful to fire things up. To make these games even more interesting, you can play with
friends and do a game for a couple. Truth or Dare This is one of the first erotic games you should explore. But
this time, make the dares more daring and hot. Be creative and make it as erotic as possible. Otherwise you
can use our dare generator and select the Hot category! Strip Pong This is a kinky variation of the classic beer
pong and instead of gulping shots; the loser removes an article of clothing. Role-playing game There is
something about role play that turns everyone on. Be creative about the role-plays they will do and be ready to
do the same. Explore the sexiness in your partner, get hot and have fun. Blindfolding Explore the intrigues of
blindfolding. Do several things to your partner like feeding, touching, etc and ask them to make a correct
guess. To make it more interesting they could do a strip for every wrong answer. Recreate a favorite movie sex
scene Put your acting skills to use and recreate erotic movie scenes. Take your favorite movie sex scene, study
it and act it out with your partner. You will be surprised how much fun you will have. Sex games are about
creativity, if you are running short of ideas, then you could explore online sex games.
Chapter 6 : + Embarrassing Dares for Truth or Dare | HobbyLark
Horatio Alger ( - ) was one of the most influential American authors of the 19th century, who wrote Do and Dare. A
prolific author, he wrote more than a hundred books on the same theme: that honesty, cheerfulness, virtue, thrift, and
hard work would be rewarded with success.
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Do and Dare: a Brave Boy's Fight for Fortune by Horatio Alger and a great selection of similar Used, New and
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Do and Dare Outstanding reading for younger readers by Horatio Alger.
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